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Well-positioned
for the future
2014 was another year to remember for the Netherlands
eScience Center. Perhaps most important, at least for the
personnel, was the shift of contracts from NWO directly
to NLeSC. For us this marks our development into a
sustainable institution.
We also welcomed a new board whose constructive input,
under chairmanship of Jan de Jeu on behalf of SURF
and vice-chair Franciska de Jong on behalf of NWO, has
already helped shape our activities. We have enjoyed
valuable discussions with the board on many issues,
ranging from practical budget issues up to strategic
directions to take in the future.

Throughout the year I have had interactions with numerous
partners, including our advisory committee and integrators,
about the role of NLeSC regarding e-infrastructure and
what it means to bridge scientific research domains.
Defining and strengthening the relationship between
NLeSC and the computer and data sciences has been
particularly important. It has struck me that NLeSC is very
well regarded and seen to provide a positive contribution
to scientific research in the Netherlands. All those
discussions culminated in a new strategy that positions us
well for the future.

It is great to see NLeSC collaborating on projects with
academic researchers all over the country which are
now reaching maturity, gaining visibility and winning
prizes. We started two new large projects in 2014 and
awarded four more. We also awarded several path-finding
projects to start in 2015. These new projects are spread
over the scientific domains of the humanities, chemistry,
environmental research and green genetics. We are now
well under way to having a mature project portfolio covering
many domains and a set of digital technologies that we can
share with anyone. In the eSTEP platform we will entrain
those technologies and make them public.
This annual report is a showcase of the many activities
that we are engaged in. I wish you lots of reading
pleasure and don’t forget to visit our website
www.eScienceCenter.nl to stay up to date on project calls,
the latest news and our upcoming activities.

Prof. Wilco Hazeleger
Director Netherlands eScience Center

For me personally it has been a rewarding year as well.
Starting as director at NLeSC during summer I was quickly
impressed with the talent and drive of the team. I was
positively surprised by the breadth of the research projects
we fund and participate in. We really cover a lot of ground,
always with digital technology as a common denominator.
The various technologies this encompasses are shared and
re-used as eScience tools in order to advance scientific
research.
The national symposium was once again a success. The
energetic presentation of Carole Goble left the audience
wondering why software sustainability is not higher on
the agenda. Scientific research and software are very
closely linked. Other inspiring presentations showed the
value of eScience for different scientific domains. I am
already looking forward to the next national symposium
on 8 October 2015 in the Amsterdam ArenA, where we will
showcase even more examples of domain-driven computer
and data science applications.

Photography: Martijn van Dam
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Developing
NLeSC’s
long-term
vision
At the end of 2013 NLeSC received its first formal
evaluation from an expert international panel. The
evaluation was very positive, but highlighted several
areas to be addressed to ensure continued success.
These included the need to develop a very visible multiyear vision setting out the goals of the center, NLeSC’s
place in the national landscape and the operational
considerations needed to achieve these targets.

NLeSC Mission Statement

> Enabling digitally enhanced
research through efficient
utilization of data, software and
e-infrastructure
NLeSC Responsibilities

Throughout 2014 the NLeSC management team worked
with colleagues, advisors and stakeholders to develop
a vision for the centers development between 2015 and
2020. NLeSC’s integrators and external scientific advisory
committee helped shape the vision during brain-storming
sessions and then by providing advice on early versions
of the text. We also sought the opinions of our founding
organizations, NWO and SURF, and partner organizations
such as DANS, SURFnet and SURFsara. NLeSC’s board
formally received the document in the autumn of 2014,
providing additional advice and direction. The document
was formally accepted early in 2015.

International Keynote Prof. Carole Goble discussed issues related to software sustainability
and supporting eScience careers at the 2nd National eScience Symposium in November 2014.
An interview with Carole Goble, ‘The way forward’, can be read on page 16.

Photography: Martijn van Dam

Consulting so many partners has ensured the final text
reflects the evolving Dutch research landscape. We believe
it reflects the recently published ‘Wetenschapvisie 2025 Keuzes voor de Toekomst’ (Science Vision 2025 - Choices
for the Future) of the Dutch Cabinet. In particular, the
NLeSC strategy will help address the need “.... to focus on
enhancing, among others, high performance computing,
networks, eScience and data storage and processing”.
The document ‘NLeSC Strategy 2015-2020 & Beyond’
will be published in the first half of 2015 and will set out
the strategy to deliver the newly agreed mission and
responsibilities of the center.

> Enable scientific breakthroughs
NLeSC is adaptively deploying the eScience methods,
technologies and workflows to allow partnering scientists
to utilize e-infrastructure components and the latest ICT to
achieve otherwise unreachable breakthroughs.

> Develop versatile crossdisciplinary eScience tools

Whilst each scientific discipline is characterized by its own
unique questions and challenges, the underlying eScience
requirements are often generic. NLeSC developments
are characterized by their discipline-overarching
nature, promoting reuse and tailoring to specific needs,
collaboration and preventing duplication.

> Collaborate in problem-driven
projects

Breakthroughs are increasingly made at the interface
of disciplines by groups of scientists benefitting from
the combination of their diverse skills by working
collaboratively on scientific and societal problems. NLeSC
projects are selected to support this approach.

> Coordinate eScience Activities

The rapid growth of data and computing initiatives risks
unnecessary fragmentation and duplication. NLeSC
works with many partner organizations, nationally and
internationally, to identify common challenges such as
training and career support for eScientists, as well as
providing thought leadership on issues such as data
stewardship and software sustainability.
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Breaking
new ground for
eScience

interviews

“eScience is quite new”, says De Jeu. “It’s really the
place where IT and other sciences meet, to grasp the
opportunities that are created by the new e-infrastructure.
All over the Dutch academic landscape, people are starting
up research groups and projects to deal with it.”
The novelty, however, can easily lead to confusion over
concepts and reduplication of efforts. De Jeu: “That’s where
NLeSC has a very important role to play, as the only national
eScience Center.”

Jan de Jeu - Vice President of the Board
of the University of Groningen
Text: Aad van de Wijngaart

‘To give the Netherlands a strong
position, NLeSC most of all needs to
excel at eScience, with projects that
attract attention’

What role is there for NLeSC to play in the development
of eScience? Jan de Jeu, chairman of NLeSC’s board of
directors, surveys the landscape.

NLeSC has been instrumental in the establishment of
ePLAN: the national platform of organizations for eScience
and data research. The partners share a common vision
and have defined terms of reference, a very important
prerequisite for cooperation. What’s more: they draw up
annual plans with goals and action lines.
De Jeu: “Things really take off when you get the relevant
parties together and have them cooperate on issues of
common interest. It’s a general trend in IT anyway: we’re
moving from local computer centers towards a national
federative infrastructure and international sharing of
resources. You simply can’t do everything by yourself
anymore.”

Photography: Elmer Spaargaren

Theology

‘eScience Research
Engineers play a vital role
by supporting research
projects at universities’

Not every discipline is moving at the same speed. “The
astronomers are trailblazers. They’re a well-organized
community, working with vast quantities of data, so it’s
logical that they are ahead in eScience. It’s very different in
the humanities: for them, eScience is really a challenge to
develop new paradigms.”
De Jeu is vice president at the University of Groningen,
so he gets to see the differences from close up. “Some
people here claim that eScience is just more of the same,
while others view it as a new frontier. In my experience the
perspective is related more to the age of some researchers
than to their specific disciplines. As an example, we have
a professor in religious studies who’s incredibly active in
automated recognition of handwriting. In doing so, he’s
really moving his whole field of study.”
It’s a reminder that eScience isn’t just about Big Data: it can
also be about complexity. Another example is in biomedical
science, where researchers may be working with disparate
data, such as combining DNA tests with blood samples
and X-ray scans.
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Pervasive
eScience always requires specific expertise. That’s why
NLeSC’s eScience Research Engineers play a vital role
by supporting research projects at universities. De Jeu: “I
think they’re adding a lot of value. And they do even more
by helping to translate eScience tools to different fields of
study and to industry. There’s a lot of untapped potential
there.”
Eventually, eScience may become as pervasive as
statistics: a normal element of competence in science. De
Jeu ponders: “We don’t know how far this will go. Nowadays
you don’t have to be a programmer to use SPSS. Likewise,
eScience may grow into a commodity. Or a matter of experts
who take care of the difficult parts. That may be different
from one discipline to another.”
For now, however, there’s a clear need for education of
researchers in what eScience has to offer. De Jeu: “NLeSC
would like to contribute more often to the training of PhD
students. That might take the form of modules taught by
our eScience Research Engineers at universities, or during
summer schools. But it would always be as part of the
regular program.”
Such training will help to prepare researchers to move
science across a wide front, not only in academia, but also
in industry.

Leading in Europe
Evidentially, eScience is a global development, though
some countries move faster than others. De Jeu estimates
that, in Europe, Britain and Scandinavia share the lead with
the Netherlands.
But what applies nationally also applies across borders:
cooperation is vital. NLeSC has taken the initiative to
develop a pan-European organization of national eScience
centers, called PLAN-E.
Will this succeed? De Jeu thinks it might: “In academia,
formal positions only go so far. What really counts is the
value you can add, and how it’s appreciated by the various
partners. To give the Netherlands a strong position, NLeSC
most of all needs to excel at eScience, with projects that
attract attention. And from there, use their expertise to help
push the boundaries in new disciplines.”

interviews

Data challenges
of urban living
Annemarie Jorritsma - Mayor of Almere
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many data, extreme quantities of data. This the challenge
for science. I am therefore very happy that we founded
the Big Data Value Center in Almere. This is an applied
knowledge center for Big Data. Its co-founders are TNO,
NWO and SURFsara. Companies and organizations can go
there with their Big Data issues.

Closing address 2nd National eScience Symposium, November 2014

It is a real pleasure for me to close your conference. Almere
is the youngest city of the Netherlands and, just like other
cities in the world, we are working together on a liveable,
sustainable and vital city.

Everything changes, also the future
Everything changes, also the future. This is mainly due to
the rapid advance of technology. Information technology,
genetics, solar technology are the drivers of the growth of
the material prosperity in the world. The performance of
information technology will double every two years. This
has already been taking place for fifty years. The world is
changing at an unprecedented pace. It is likely that the
changes will even accelerate.
I consider myself lucky that I am part of this process.
We should form a picture of the future and anticipate it.
Kodak already knew in 1975 that the digital camera would
conquer the market and made the first prototype itself.
However, Kodak could not imagine a future without film
rolls, which had brought the company such prosperity. In
2012 Kodak went bankrupt.

Smart Cities are the future
On the basis of my current role as mayor I in particular
assess the future of cities.
The world is urbanizing at a rapid pace. For the first time in
the history of mankind more people are living in cities than
in the countryside. How can we make it possible that these
cities become safe, clean and sustainable, so that we can
reside, live and work in cities?
This is the most important challenge for cities in the next
decades, and requires the cooperation of companies and
various scientific disciplines. Smart Cities are the future.
Many challenges in our cities can be solved with new
technology. A technology that is in particular based on data,

Managing an increase in available data
All scientists in all disciplines have to manage an increase
in the data they have access to and should include in
their studies. This is a major data challenge that is also
facing companies who generate large quantities of data.
Managing these data requires scientists to use advanced
computing techniques, often for the first time.
This symposium provided examples of how we can help
these scientists to use these resources. The examples
included collecting and analyzing data from SMART city
projects or using computers to diagnose diseases.
The modern city is a complex, organic entity of people - with
their own preferences, interests, problems and mutual
relationships - and infrastructure, such as buildings, roads
and energy and water mains. Although people can feel at
ease in a city, the city is never perfect. Often things can be
improved, but this can be challenging. When you change
something at one location, this has consequences for
another location. For example, a separate bus lane results
in faster public transport. However, this separate bus lane
may interfere with other traffic and cause traffic jams.

‘The modern city is a complex
and organic entity’
Electric transport results in better air quality and less noise
nuisance. But has this electricity also been generated in
a sustainable way? Who will invest in the infrastructure
of charge points and charging stations? And how can we
stimulate citizens to use electric cars? In short, many
factors must be considered with changes; factors that may
mutually affect one another.

Collecting and analyzing data
There are many challenges for cities. For example ageing,
lack of space, waste, energy and an increasing scarcity of
resources. These challenges require coherent measures
that tackle problems and do not make other problems
worse. A coherent policy is required, through which
direction can be given in the development of cities.
At first the main thing is to collect and analyze information.
>>

Photography: Scott Lusher

Mayor of Almere Annemarie Jorritsma joined an audience
of scientists, data specialists, ICTers and people from
industry at NLeSC’s 2nd National eScience Symposium in
November 2014. She addressed the audience about the
challenges of SMART cities and the increasingly digital
world in which we live.

Prof. Wilco Hazeleger and Mayor of Almere Annemarie
Jorritsma at the 2nd National eScience Symposium
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A change in culture
City leaders and their agencies or department
management realize that they must increase investments
in infrastructure and improve the provision of services,
despite rising costs and reduced budgets.
Many electronic government initiatives have achieved
limited success in tackling the issues that drive
improvements in real metrics, such as the proper use
of emergency services, the increased use of public
transportation, reduced caseworker loads, increased
safety and so forth.

interviews

Using the
world’s largest
supercomputers
to simulate future
sea level rises

This requires changes in culture, in organizations, and the
way technology is used by the government. It also requires
an integration of the multitude of channels through which
citizens and business communicate with the government.
In Almere, but also in the rest of the country, I can devote
myself to the cities of the future, through the VNG, the
Association of Netherlands municipalities, and on a
European level as a member of the High Level Group Smart
Cities and Communities.
A government cannot do this on its own. We need science
and specialists like you for this. Your work is very important
for us. We cannot do this without each other.
I wish you, and everyone who is working here, all the best.
A symposium like this one means that we have taken one
step towards our common future. I would like to thank you
very much.

Prof. Henk Dijkstra - Utrecht University
Text: Daphne Riksen

Visualization by Maarten van Meersbergen

>>
This is largely available. The behavior of people can be
assessed and adjusted, if necessary with data of various
types of measurements in combination with ICT. Here
in Almere we have developed or are developing a few
products. We are very proud of this. For example the safety
monitor. Whenever possible, it predicts where there may
be social unrest in a city. In addition, we are currently
developing a city-wide model for maintaining the urban
infrastructure. And we are also developing a model to
understand the causes of burglaries to a greater extent.
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‘A symposium like this one means
that we have taken one step
towards our common future’

The warming of the atmosphere is causing global
changes in sea levels, but those changes are not the same
everywhere. Our observations of the past thirty years
reveal that regional sea levels can deviate by a factor
of five, either higher or lower, than the average rise in
sea levels. These differences are caused by changes in
river-water discharge, the melting of land ice and shifts in
ocean currents.

Mayor of Almere Annemarie Jorritsma
at the 2nd National eScience Symposium

Photography: Scott Lusher

Unique Opportunity
Henk Dijkstra, Professor of Dynamic Oceanography at
Utrecht University’s Institute for Marine and Atmospheric
Research Utrecht (IMAU) and project leader of the eSALSA
project, uses global climate models to simulate the
future consequences of rises in sea levels. The oceans
in the models Dijkstra uses are divided into regions of
10x10 kilometers, though a 2x2 kilometers breakdown
would be a more desirable resolution. “The smaller those
areas, the better the resolution and the more detailed
the information we will have on regional variations in sea

13

levels,” he explains. “This is important because the more we
understand about extreme changes, the more effectively
we can respond. For example when raising the height of
dikes.”
The problem with current models is that the simulations
eat up a lot of computing capacity, and they take an
extremely long time to compute. “Even if you would have
exclusive access to the largest supercomputer available it
would take months to perform the required computations
using the current models. And even then it remains an
almost impossible task if you want the models rendered
in the preferred resolution,” says Dijkstra. The eSALSA
project applies eScience techniques to increase the
efficiency of computer calculations and thus speed up
the computations of the simulations. The announcement
of the Enlighten Your Research Global competition
inspired project leaders Henk Dijkstra and Frank Seinstra
of the Netherlands eScience Center to use multiple
supercomputers, rather than just one, to perform the
computations. The data required for the computations
would be transmitted between the supercomputers with
the speed of light along SURFnet’s light paths. “Winning the
EYR-G award in 2013 enables us to carry out a proof-ofconcept using four supercomputers on two continents. A
unique opportunity!”

Software tools
For this proof-of-concept, the eSALSA team is joined
by international experts in computing facilities and
distributed computing as well as by climate experts from
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in
Boulder (US). Dijkstra: “The climate model that we use is
maintained at NCAR. The knowledge and input they bring
will be of indispensable added value to our own expertise
at NLeSC, given that our proof-of-concept not only involves
distributing the model across multiple supercomputers but
also aims to enhance the resolution.”
One of the international experts in the expanded eSALSA
team is Shantenu Jha, assistant professor at Rutgers
University (New Jersey). Jha is an expert in the field of
distributed computing software. “Distributing models
across multiple supercomputers presents us with two
challenges,” he explains. “The first is conceptual: what is the
most logical partitioning? You want software components
that are relatively simple to separate as they have minimal
interaction with other components. Once we have identified
all the logical components, we can start visualizing
implementation, but that is no easy task by any means.”
Jha has spent the last ten years working on software tools
for distributing computations across multiple computers.
He was involved in a similar project with SURFsara in
2005. “At that time our goal was to solve one specific
>>
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>>
computing problem more quickly. Now our remit is not
just to get things to work faster, but on a larger and more
enhanced scale as well. This climate application is far more
complicated due to the size of the global model. Also, the
improvement in resolution we are aiming for requires tons
more computing power. Working on its own, the world’s
largest supercomputer is simply not up to the job.”

fairly standard and we are working to achieve a resolution
of 2x2 kilometers. By continuously improving our range
of tools, we are able to see a more detailed picture and
identify extremes with greater accuracy, which will
eventually result in greater safety for the Netherlands
and other countries. Cooperation with NLeSC, SURFsara,
SURFnet and COMMIT/ has provided us with all the
expertise we need to develop this new range of tools.”

Pioneering
Jha and NLeSC are not only working on the requisite
software tools - they are also tasked with ensuring that the
infrastructure in both Europe and the US is ready to work
in unison. “This is mainly a planning issue,” says Jha. “The
supercomputers need to communicate and exchange data,
which means that everything must be available at the same
time: the light paths, the data and the supercomputers.”
The climate model will initially be divided between two
supercomputers: SURFsara’s Cartesius in Amsterdam
and Stampede in Austin (US). Later this year, the proof-ofconcept will be expanded to include the supercomputers
Emerald in Oxford and SuperMUC in Munich.
Jha calls the international cooperation of this project
unique. “This is pioneering research, not just for
oceanography, but also for my own field. The team is
made up of exactly the right people with the right domain
knowledge, distributed-computing expertise, and access
to four supercomputers in Europe and the US. I really
admire the work of oceanographers like Henk Dijkstra;
it has increased my understanding of the computing
requirements of the next generation of scientific
challenges, while at the same time it has given me an
opportunity to work on overcoming the current ones. I enjoy
doing relevant and practical research, and that is what this
project is allowing me to do.”

Prof. Henk Dijkstra, Utrecht University

Continuous improvement
Photography: Harry Meijer

‘Working on its own,
the world’s largest
supercomputer is simply
not up to the job’

Henk Dijkstra also speaks of a pioneering project. “The
innovation being spurred by this project lies in the new
technological possibilities opened up by distributed
computing and data management, which in turn are
advancing climate science. When I started my research
in the 90s, the resolution of ocean models was 400x400
kilometers. Now we all consider 10x10 kilometers to be

Visualization by Maarten van Meersbergen

‘Improving our range of tools will
eventually result in greater safety
for the Netherlands and other
countries’

interviews

Prof. Carole Goble - University of Manchester
Text: Aad van de Wijngaart

Few people are as ardent in the drive for eScience as
Carole Goble, keynote speaker at the National eScience
Symposium 2014. She spoke to us about the need for
software sustainability.
“Once upon a time, you could know everything of all
sciences. That was in the seventeenth century, when the
Royal Society was established,” explains Carole Goble.
“Whereas now a scientist knows everything about very little,
because our knowledge has expanded so dramatically.”
“But then there are phenomena like migration patterns
of invasive species through the shipping lanes of the
Baltics – a subject I’m associated with. To understand
this phenomenon you need to combine many disciplines:
bird research, taxonomy, biology, genomics, computing,
visualization, data analysis – you name it. Well, software is
the way forward!”
Advanced science needs software to reduce the scale
and complexity of information to the level of human
understanding. This fact hasn’t fallen on deaf ears, as Goble
found out by text mining grant proposals. “The research
councils are very good at funding projects to make more
software.”
However, very little goes into the sustaining and
management of that software, and keeping it going beyond
the life of the projects. This isn’t only a waste of scarce
resources, but it also creates new barriers if every new
project produces its own tools and standards. Goble sighs:
“We’re effectivily building a new Tower of Babel, where
interdisciplinary work isn’t made easier, but harder.”

Ecosystem
Software sustainability is essential for eScience to achieve
its full potential. Luckily, awareness of this need is growing.
Goble: “It’s recognized as an issue, which is a big step
forward. Britain has a Software Sustainability Institute,
funded by one of the research councils, specifically to
support sustainability of research software developed
by the UK.” There’s more to it. “We’re riding the coattails,
perhaps, of the data drive. The research community has
come to grips with the notion of data availability being

interviews
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critical for reproducing experiments. But the next step is
saying: what about the software, the algorithms that you
used? It’s not enough to have the narrative of what you did
or the data that you used, in order to reproduce the results:
you also need the analytical infrastructure. That means:
the software. And where is that software? It’s broken. It’s
unavailabe. It’s not being sustained.”
What does it take to improve software sustainability?
“An ecosystem, really. You need to build up a developer
community, so if funding times become bad for one group,
another may be able to continue the work. Open Source
is an example of this. It’s often not so hard to keep the
software going, if you use open development protocols.
However, it’s very hard to keep it going as a facility: because
you have to host it somewhere, somebody has to manage it,
there has to be some helpdesk associated with it, and so on.”
“So at the Software Sustainability Institute we’re looking at
communities, code bases, and facilities. We try to develop
different sustainability models for each of those.”

Nobel Prize
Software cannot exist without standards and data
formats.“That is why FAIR is so crucial,” says Goble. “This is
a movement saying: which is the simplest way that we can
annotate data – or anything at all – so that it is Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable? We need to extend
this to what I call ‘research objects’. These are aggregations
of software and data: all of what you need in order to do a
particular research. We need to pool these objects. And we
need to make them FAIR.”

‘We’re effectivily building a
new Tower of Babel, where
interdisciplinary work isn’t
made easier, but harder’
The prospects for success come down to several factors.
“You need the tools – it’s no good having a standard if you
don’t have the tools to implement them in a useful way –
and you need adoption in key resources, like the publishing
community and the data archiving services. Funders
want things in formats so that people can exchange data.
Similarly European initiatives like ELIXIR want to enable
interoperation of data. And last but not least there are
communities of researchers who want to combine data
sets. The astronomers, for instance, have got this really
sorted out.” These efforts will lay the foundations for the
science of tomorrow. But it’s not a glamorous job, notices
Goble. “Standards work won’t get you a Nobel prize. Never.”

‘Advanced science
needs software to
reduce the scale
and complexity
of information to
the level of human
understanding’

Photography: Martijn van Dam

The
way
forward
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Prof. Carole Goble, University of Manchester

Carole Goble is a former winner of the Jim Gray eScience
Award and was appointed “Commander of the British
Empire” in recognition of her services to science. She is
co-investigator at the Software Sustainability Institute, a
national facility in the United Kingdom that she co-founded,
and professor of computer science at The University of

Manchester. Over the last decades she has been playing
a leading role in organizing and developing national
and international eScience initiatives, particularly in
life sciences. She is principal investigator of the myGrid,
BioCatalogue, myExperiment and SEEK sharing platforms.

new large projects in 2014

New
Large Projects
in 2014
NLeSC receives an annual budget from
NWO and SURF, the majority of which is
provided to Dutch academics as subsidy in
the form of cash and the in kind provision
of eScience Research Engineers.
The awarding of both cash and expertise
makes NLeSC unique, balancing the role of
both funder and collaborator.
Any aspect of eScience and the utilization
of e-infrastructure to address a scientific
challenge are potentially fundable via two
funding models: Large Projects &
Path-Finding Projects.
Collaborations between academic
partners and NLeSC will be based
primarily on a long-term consistent
program of calls. All funded projects
address a pressing scientific problem
and are capable of delivering innovative
reusable eScience to the nation’s
e-infrastructure and beyond.

NLeSC collaborative projects deliver
scientific excellence in terms of scientific
breakthroughs and in the realization
of new eScience methodologies or
integration of existing methodologies.
NLeSC aims for high scientific standards
and will contribute to scientific
publications in high-impact scientific
journals and conferences through
collaboration with domain scientists
and development of NLeSC’s core
technologies.
Large Projects are supported to the value
of €500K (combined cash and in kind
provision of eScience Research Engineers)
and result from an annual peer-reviewed
project call.
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new large projects in 2014

Optimizing
high-end
industrial
production
Project:
PROMIMOOC: Process mining
for multi-objective online control
Project Leader
Prof. Thomas Bäck

20

The production of steel coils is constrained by accurately
defined properties, like grade, surface, geometry and
mechanical properties. These product characteristics
are of critical importance throughout the manufacturing
chain for which process parameters and installation
settings have to be calibrated, adjusted and controlled.
The manufacturing of steel coils is performed in several
steps, from slabs at steel casting, towards steel coils
by reduction in thickness and forming of mechanical
properties via rolling mills. Further additional processing
is done for surface treatment of the steel coils, like
galvanizing, towards an end-product. The coils are then
used for exmaple by automotive companies such as
BMW in the stamping process to manufacture car body
parts, such as doors, hoods, and side frames. At each step
value is added to the main characteristics within tighter
tolerances.

new large projects in 2014

A high-end industrial production process
If the characteristics of the steel deviates from
specifications, cracks may occur during the stamping
process and surface defects may influence the quality of
the coatings later in the process, downgrading the steel
product. The process to resolve these problems and to
‘recalibrate’ the rolling and coating installations is very
costly in terms of time, fault products, production loss and
loss of source material.
Like any high-end industrial production process, steel coil
production processes and automotive stamping processes
typically generate huge volumes of high dimensional
process control and product quality data, spread over
several plants and process stages.

Adapting and optimizing steel production
in real-time
The PROMIMOOC project develops a generic platform for
data collection and integration, data-driven modeling and
model-based online process control, by which the steel
production can be adapted and optimized in real-time. In
contrast to more traditional approaches (for example six
sigma), PROMIMOOC combines distributed in-memory
database technology, algorithms for nonlinear data mining
and automatic model updates and nonlinear multiple
objective decision-making algorithms into a real-time
system for process control. The approach allows for finding
optimal process control compromises for conflicting
goals such as product quality, process robustness, and
production cost.

Partners

Photography: Department for Business, Innovation and Skills UK

‘At each process step value is added
to the main characteristics within
tighter tolerances’

‘Finding optimal process control
compromises for conflicting goals
such as product quality, process
robustness, and production cost’
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BMW Mini plant in Oxford, England
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Advanced
knowledge
discovery in the
life sciences
Project:
ODEX4all
Project Leader
Prof. Barend Mons, Leiden University
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The ODEX4all project focuses on the challenges
associated with the ever-growing amount of research
data in the life sciences. In Next Generation Sequencing
alone the data doubles every 6-8 months and
high-throughput datasets contain up to millions of new
associations. Traditional ways of publishing, retrieving
and using these massive data sources are inadequate to
provide researchers and computers access to information
in a manner needed for the scientific reasoning process.
ODEX4all sets out to generate the infrastructure for the
comprehensive exploitation of available datasets in a
continuous machine-mind interaction.

Addressing private partner driven
research questions
Deriving new biological insights from in silico analytics is
one of the novelties the project delivers. The project will
address private partner driven research questions from
different disciplines and will progressively answer these.
These research questions have in common that they

all require advanced knowledge discovery capabilities
provided by ODEX4all.
ODEX4all realizes semantic interoperability on key
datasets creating an infrastructure that enables advanced
levels of Computer Assisted Analytics and Discovery. The
datasets will include open access publications, closed
access publications, abstracts and relevant legacy
data sources and descriptions of published and current
experimental datasets with links to the actual data. The
associations contained in these sources will be ‘superpublished’ as Nanopublications, small RDF graphs
containing a single assertion, its provenance and context.
The project compares various approaches to access and
analyze this interoperable dataset and reviews the impact
of these approaches on the human scientific reasoning and
confirmation process in iteration with computer analytics
in a context-specific and user-tailored manner.

A completely novel combination of
different technologies and approaches

Partners

From a bioinformatics & semantics point of view the
project will bring together a completely novel combination
of different technologies and approaches. The private
participants in the project, ranging from established
information and hardware providers to start-ups
focusing on advanced pattern recognition in Big Data,
contribute different approaches to data publication,
storage, processing, user interaction and hardware use.

Photography: Col Ford and Natasha de Vere

‘Publishing and sharing reusable
data more effectively’

The ODEX4all project focuses on the challenges associated with
the ever-growing amount of research data in the life sciences

The academic partners will use the collective research
questions and the provided infrastructure to augment their
cutting-edge approaches to computer assisted scientific
discovery and evaluate which systems are most suited for
addressing a class of problems.
At an eScience level ODEX4all will deliver a completely new
way of publishing, using, searching and reasoning with
massive data output that is rapidly becoming mandatory in
the proposals to (e)Science Funders. ODEX4all thus provides
an assessment of the impact on fundamental research
but also of the ability, addressing a key challenge of data
science, to publish and share reusable data more effectively.

‘In Next Generation Sequencing
alone the data doubles every 6-8
months and high-throughput
datasets contain up to millions of
new associations’

new path-finding projects in 2014
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New Path-Finding
Projects in 2014
In addition to the major projects, NLeSC
has facility to sponsor smaller eScience
initiatives, referred to as ‘Path-Finding
Projects’. They are intended to provide the
opportunity to rapidly meet short-term
scientific challenges, serve as a pilot
for future research activities, address
immediate technological goals
or investigate the potential to initiate
large projects.
Path-Finding Projects are supported to
the value of € 50K (via the in kind provision
of eScience Research Engineers) and
are available constantly with proposal
evaluation undertaken three times a year.
Deadlines for submission of Path-Finding
Project proposals are April 1st, July 1st, and
October 1st.
A Path-Finding Project proposal can be
submitted at any time, but will be reviewed
only after the earliest fixed deadline in
the year: April 1st, July 1st, and October 1st.
It is, therefore, in competition with other
Path-Finding Project proposals submitted
before the same deadline.
Path-Finding Projects will be evaluated
by the NLeSC Executive Committee on the
following criteria:
>
>
>
>

Scientific quality
Innovation
eScience state-of-the-art
Dissemination & sustainability

new path-finding projects in 2014
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Project:

Crowdsourcing
gold standard
data in the
medical sciences

Dr. Watson

Project Leader
Dr. Lora Aroyo, VU University Amsterdam

eScience Research Engineer
Dr. Carlos Martinez-Ortiz

crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing, the process of soliciting contributions
from a large group of people, and especially from an
online community, to obtain content, services or ideas, is
increasingly used to subdivide tedious work. Annotating
medical texts is one example of such tedious work.
While cognitive computing systems such as IBM’s Watson
can process data and text together to give data more
meaning and enable deeper analysis, these cognitive
computing systems require large amounts of human
annotated data (gold standard data) for evaluation, testing
and training. Collecting this annotated data is the most
expensive and time consuming part of building cognitive
computing systems. The Dr. Watson project aims to
motivate a community of medical professionals to build
a collection of gold standard medical text annotations.
It is the first larger scale pilot study in an innovative
interdisciplinary research project using crowdsourcing,
motivation, and gaming techniques to engage medical
professionals in the collection of valuable gold standard
annotation data.
The project will explore from an inter-disciplinary
perspective the potential of a crowdsourcing game
with a purpose (GWAP). The scientific focus of the work
is to identify, model and test specific motivational
and personalization strategies (suitable for medical
professionals) that can be integrated in a game setting.

The Dr. Watson project aims to motivate a community of medical professionals
to build a collection of gold standard medical text annotations

Photography: Shutterstock

annotating

emotions

Partners
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Project:

From Sentiment
Mining to Mining
Embodied
Emotions
Emotional styles
on the Dutch
stage between
1600-1800

Project Leader
Prof. Inger Leemans, VU University Amsterdam
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Tracing emotional
styles in
theater texts

In the 18th century actors and playwrights designed a new
form of theater, the bourgeois tragedy or the ‘Comédie
Larmoyante’, usually a play written in prose. There are
indications that because of this change, the emotions were
also differently expressed and represented. The traditional
passions from the tragedy – such as anger, revenge,
remorse, shame, and despair – were changed for ‘smaller’
emotions – such as sadness, infatuation, bliss, sensibility.
Instead of speaking of the passions, people spoke of the
‘affections’, ‘sentiments’ and ‘feelings’. The acting style
is assumed to have changed as well: while the classical
tragedy was predominantly a language art, in bourgeois
tragedy, the emotions were best expressed through
the body.
Is it possible to trace the supposed change in emotional
styles by means of text mining techniques? Using machine
learning and manual tagging, digitized 17th and 18th
century Dutch theater texts are researched for emotional
styles. These styles are determined both by the manner
in which emotions are treated in writing, and through the
way emotions are expressed physically. What body parts
are connected with which emotional expressions? How
are emotions ‘embodied’? How do we classify emotions
by connecting them with bodily sensations? The early
modern period offers an excellent case to investigate the
possibilities of ‘sentiment mining 2.0’, or ‘mining
emotional styles’.

eScience Research Engineer
Dr. Janneke van der Zwaan

feelings
Partners

Illustration: Jacobus Buys, 1767

sentiment mining 2.0

Scene from the Dutch play ‘Lubbert Lubbertse of de
geadelde boer’ by N. van Breda, 1686
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Project:

Visualizing
relations between
politics and
media during
‘Verzuiling’ in The
Netherlands

PIDIMEHS:
Pillarisation and
Depillarisation
tested in
Digitized Media
Historical
Sources

Project Leader
Prof. Huub Wijfjes, University of Groningen

eScience Research Engineer
Patrick Bos, MSc
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Pillarization is derived from a pillar as a metaphor for a
segment in society representing religious, social, cultural
or spiritual beliefs and practices, which implies that society
is ‘vertically’ divided in several sections (pillars) based on
religion or ideology. For much of the twentieth century,
Dutch society was divided into four blocks – Catholics,
Protestants, Socialists, and Liberals. All political parties
and socially relevant organizations and groups were
formed around these four blocks. In the Netherlands this
phenomenon is referred to as ‘Verzuiling’ (pillarization).
Arguably, there have been close connections of political
and media organizations on a personal, organizational and
content-driven level. This project analyzes and presents
the relation between politics and media in a broad period
of Dutch history; during and after pillarization in the
Netherlands (1910-2000).
PIDIMEHS is a pilot study in an interdisciplinary project
combining historical and political communication research
with data mining and visualization techniques to analyze
and present the relation between politics and media.
The pilot research focuses on analyzing and interactively
visualizing big data sets based on historical media sources
(newspapers, magazines) and related material connected
to political culture (political journals, proceedings of
parliament). A workbench for digital research into historical
media sources (research tools, methodological knowledge,
theoretical conceptualisation) is a core deliverable.
Photograph on the left page: The Dutch broadcasting system is unique in
the world and was initially conceptualized as a reflection of the organization
of Dutch society. Having adopted the social concept of pillarization, Dutch
broadcasting in the first place was aimed at reproducing cultural identities
for different cultural groups.

Family watching television, c. 1958

Photography: Evert F. Baumgardner

media

data mining
Partners
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Project:

HADRIANVS

Project Leader
Dr. Arthur Weststeijn, Royal Netherlands Institute in Rome

eScience Research Engineer
Patrick Bos, MSc
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A digital gateway
to the Dutch
presence in Rome
through the ages

From Antiquity onwards, visitors from the Low Countries
left numerous traces of their presence in the Eternal City.
As pilgrims they founded their own churches; as scholars
and painters they gave testimony to the many faces of
Rome in ideas and artworks. Some even reached the
highest echelons of Roman society, such as Pope Adrian VI.
Protagonists in the making of a Dutch cultural and artistic
identity from Erasmus to Escher spent formative periods
in Rome, and their works bear the marks of this cultural
exchange and confrontation.
Rome’s heritage is also a Dutch heritage, and Dutch
culture is also the culture of Rome. HADRIANVS provides
an interactive platform that discloses all traces of Dutch
art and culture in Rome. Since the start of the twentieth
century, much research has been done on the importance
of Rome in Dutch history and the impact of Dutchmen in
Rome through the ages, but the results of this research
are often difficult to access. HADRIANVS offers a digital
environment in which all knowledge about the Dutch
presence in Rome can be collected, divulged and explored,
by researchers and the general public alike.

culture

digital gateway

Illustration: Caspar van Wittel

history

Piazza Navona, Rome 1699

presence

Partners
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Project:

How
‘international’
is a work of
fiction?

Beyond
the Book

Project Leader
Prof. Karina van Dalen-Oskam, Huygens ING
Dr. Marijn Koolen, University of Amsterdam

eScience Research Engineer
Dr. Carlos Martinez-Ortiz

The impact of globalization on culture and literature is quite
significant. However, works of fiction still face stumbling
blocks when translated to for readers from another culture.
In many cases, when reading a book from another culture,
the reader is required to have at least some knowledge of
persons, places, or events from that other culture. Some
names will be universally known, such as New York or
Angela Merkel, but others will be mostly unknown and
perhaps even mysterious, such as Monnikendam or
Meneer Beerta. We could ask ourselves how ‘international’
a work of fiction actually is.
If we want to know this, we first need to understand
which textual features play a role in how readable a work
of fiction is for readers from a different culture. Which of
these features can be identified and measured in a digital
text (and which not)? And how can the identifiable and
measurable features be turned into a usable indicator of
readability for readers from other cultures?
Beyond the Book will apply a set of text analysis tools
focusing on linking proper names in fiction to entries in
Wikipedia and on the statistical analysis of a set of other,
more general features in the digital text of works of fiction.

globalization

Labyrinth book store, Chicago

Photography: Annette Q. Pedersen

analysis

Partners
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Project:

Chemical
Analytics
Platform

Project Leader
Prof. Gert Vriend
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At the core of chemical design is the ‘design, synthesis,
testing and evaluation’ cycle. Traditionally, all components
of the cycle were undertaken in the same laboratory under
the control of a small team of synthetic chemists and a
computational chemist as part of a multidisciplinary team.
The most important task of this chemistry team was to
evaluate new biological testing in the context of known
chemistry rules, general and project specific models, and
any other available information such as protein structures.
The key to successful design chemistry is the ability to
balance an array of often conflicting properties as each
round of design and synthesis improves the overall
properties of the compound series. Design chemistry
is therefore a data-driven task, with a requirement for
immediate access to all available data if we want to ensure
that the results of new testing truly influences the next
rounds of synthesis. Because it is increasingly dataintensive, Chemical design is dependent on our capacity to
manage and exploit growing data resources.
This project delivers a local version of a chemical analytics
platform, supported by open source databases and
connected to chemistry-specific applications. It will
improve decision making in drug discovery and ensure that
most benefit can be derived from the growth in data.

new path-finding projects in 2014
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Chemical design
in the Big Data era

synthesis

testing

Partners

Visualizations: Scott Lusher

design
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Upcoming
Projects in 2015
The Netherlands eScience Center is
pleased to announce the initiation of nine
new projects in the areas of Environment
& Sustainability, Life Sciences & eHealth,
Humanities & Social Sciences and
Physics & Beyond.
The projects, scheduled to start in 2015,
are collaborations with research teams
from multiple Dutch academic groups and
represent the latest step in the continued
development of NLeSC’s project portfolio.
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Project

Project

Project

Project

Prediction of Candidate Genes for Traits Using
Interoperable Genome Annotations and Literature

ERA-URBAN

Computational
Chemistry Made Easy

3D-e-Chem

Project Leader
Prof. Richard Visser,
Wageningen UR

Project Leader
Prof. Bert Holtslag, Wageningen
University

Partners
Wageningen University
ENECO
Royal Haskoning DHV
Waternet

Project Leader
Prof. Lucas Visscher,
VU University Amsterdam

Partners
SCM (Scientific Computing &
Modeling)
TU Braunschweig
VU University Amsterdam

The world is rapidly urbanizing. At the same time, climate
and environmental changes are affecting the living
conditions in the urban environment. How do we keep
cities livable, healthy and productive? And how should we
we arrange energy and water management in the cities
of tomorrow? Important questions that haven’t been
answered yet because of limited long-term observations
and limited computational capacity for urban scale
simulations.
ERA-URBAN will develop a long-term archive of urban
energy and water balances at very high resolution (100m).
This is now feasible thanks to the infrastructure built within
Summer in the City.

An eScience infrastructure for
improved plant breeding

Simulating complex chemical
systems

Food demand is projected to increase by 50% in 2030.
One way to tackle this challenge is by breeding new crops
to ensure food security; crops, for example, that are more
resistant to drought. Genetics research is increasingly
focusing on mining genome annotations to identify the
genes that are likely to be responsible for specific traits we
would like to see improved. Since these annotated genome
datasets are growing exponentially, and as humans are
unable to quickly and easily convert this data into useful
information, an eScience infrastructure will be designed to
process all this data effectively and make it insightful.

Chemists nowadays use model calculations to design
molecules with specific properties, to assess the feasibility
of synthesis, or to interpret complex experimental data.
But simulation of a complex system by combining methods
is difficult because of the diversity of data formats for
specific molecular properties.
This project will design computational chemistry workflows
allowing chemists to use massively parallel computing
environments in an easy manner. This enables a single
researcher to model and analyze thousands of compounds,
yielding a wealth of detailed data to, for example, rationally
design solar cells, reduce solvent losses in organic
synthesis, tune catalysts, or develop better LEDs.

Photography: Shutterstock

Partners
AstraZeneca
Taros Chemicals
Griffin Discoveries
VU University Amsterdam
Radboud UMC

Improving clinical efficacy of
drug molecules

Photography: U.S. Air Force

Photography: Pluma

Managing tomorrow’s cities

Project Leader
Dr. Chris de Graaf, VU University
Amsterdam

Many new protein targets have been discovered recently
and it has been shown that clinical efficacy is often the
result of polypharmacological action of drug molecules
(the interaction with more than one protein target). But
exploitation of this insight is hampered because we can
not efficiently integrate large volumes of heterogeneous
data from different disciplines. The data needs to be
properly integrated in order to extract useful information
that is manageable and applicable in various life science
disciplines. This project will develop technologies to
improve the integration of ligand and protein data for
structure-based prediction of protein-ligand selectivity
and polypharmacology.

Photography: Anthony Kelly

Partners
11 Plant Breeding companies
organized via the VLPB
(www.vlpb.nl)
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Project

Project

Project

Project

Visualizing
Uncertainty and
Perspectives

DIVE+: Interacting with
Historical Events in Linked
Cultural Heritage

DiLiPaD

Large Scale Data Assimilation

Subjectivity and uncertainty form an integral part of
Humanities research. Topics include subjectivity of authors
(this chronicle’s writer is pro Burgundian), the nature of
data (this chronicle likely mentions battles, but unlikely
mentions raping and pillaging) and the time in which the
data was created (‘a lot of people’ usually is summarised
as ‘10.000 people’ in the late Middle-Ages). This project
develops a tool that visualizes subjectivity, perspective
and uncertainty to make them controllable variables. Such
a visualization enables improved and comprehensive
source criticism, provides new directions of research and
strengthens the methodology of digital humanities.

Partner
VU University Amsterdam

Project Leader
Dr. Maarten Marx,
University of Amsterdam

Partner
University of Amsterdam

Project Leader
Prof. Nick van de Giesen, Delft
University of Technology

Partners
Deltares
Utrecht University
Delft University of Technology

A model for detailed flood
predictions around the globe

The shift to Digital Humanities has brought humanities
scholars an unprecedented amount of historical
information on the Web. This project provides a basis for
interpretation support in the searching and browsing of
heritage objects, where semantic information from existing
collections plus open linked data vocabularies are linking
collections of objects to the events, people, locations
and concepts that are depicted or associated with those
objects. An innovative interface allows for browsing this
network of data in an intuitive fashion supporting both
digital humanities scholars and general audiences in their
online explorations.

The operational global hydrological model built in the
eWaterCycle project has all central features, such as
near real-time data assimilation and global coverage. An
important feature of the eWaterCycle system is its ability to
predict flooding. One of the biggest challenges remaining
is the scaling up of this system, in particular the Data
Assimilation. In this project methods and software will be
developed for handling DA on a large scale. The result will
be an operational global model that produces detailed
flood predictions around the globe.

Illustration: Sir George Hayter - The House of Commons, 1833

Online exploration of heritage
collections

Digging into Parliamentary Data
Parliamentary proceedings reflect our history from
centuries ago to the present day, through times of war and
peace, and of economic crisis and prosperity. With carefully
curated proceedings becoming available in digital form
in many countries, new research opportunities arise to
analyze this data, on an unprecedented longitudinal scale,
and across different nations, cultures, and systems of
political representation.
This project will develop a tool to assist in qualitative and
quantitative diachronic comparative research performed
on large text corpora. This will inform a new approach to
the history of parliamentary communication and discourse,
and address new research questions.

Visualization by NASA/JAXA

Different views of the past

Project Leader
Dr. Lora Aroyo, VU University
Amsterdam

Illustration: Frans Francken (II) - Kunst- und Raritätenkammer

Partner
VU University Amsterdam

Illustration: Caspar David Friedrich -Wanderer above the sea of fog

Project Leader
Prof. P. Vossen,
VU University Amsterdam
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Project

RT SAR: An Architecture for Real Time
Big Data Processing for AMBER

Partner
TNO

Visualization by TNO

Project Leader
M.P.G. Otten MSc, TNO

High-resolution radar for earth
and space observation
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a high resolution
imaging radar, typically deployed on aircraft and satellites.
SAR has a growing number of applications in earth and
space observation, such as oceanography, environmental
monitoring, disaster monitoring and warning (earth
quakes, land slides, floods, oil spills), but also in planetary
exploration and the mapping of planet surfaces (for
example Mars or Venus). Advances in digital technology
enable significant improvements in sensor performance.
TNO’s AMBER is a unique multi-channel SAR system,
designed for very small aircraft, producing a continuous
raw sensor data flow of 7 Gb/s, requiring ~TFLOPs
computation for image formation. This project will focus on
designing a real-time processing framework for compact
multi-channel radar systems such as AMBER.

highlights 2014

Highlights
2014
In addition to the Netherlands eScience
Center’s growing project portfolio the
center has a role to play in developing the
broader Dutch eScience community and
engaging with like-minded organizations
across Europe and the world.
This requires NLeSC to undertake
numerous tasks outside the primary
role of funding and contributing to
collaborative projects. These activities
include organizing regular meetings and
symposiums, writing position papers,
and contributing to large collaborative
projects. NLeSC also has an increasingly
important role in coordinating the
continued development of data-driven
and compute-intensive research in The
Netherlands.
The following pages highlight a number
of these initiatives.
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2nd National
eScience
Symposium

The final scientific talk was given by Dr. Lora Aroyo (VU
University Amsterdam) who discussed a number of issues
related to Digital Humanities, including the Dr. Watson
project she leads in collaboration with NLeSC.

‘The lively demo session generated
lots of interesting discussions and
conversations’
The event was closed by special guest Annemarie Jorritsma,
the Mayor of Almere, who discussed the importance of
technology approaches in improving the experience of living
in urban environments. These so-called Smart City projects
contain many important eScience components and was
therefore a fitting end to an inspiring day.
Presentations of the symposium can be downloaded
at www.eScienceCenter.nl/symposium2014

Photography: Martijn van Dam

The lunch break provided an opportunity for NLeSC’s team
of eScience Research Engineers to present posters, movies
and live demos of the center’s broad project portfolio.
This lively demo session generated lots of interesting
discussions and conversations.
Immediately after lunch Prof. Simon Portegies Zwart
(Leiden University) gave the National Keynote describing
his work simulating the galaxy in silico and the use of the
AMUSE system and its more generic eScience application.
The program was then handed over to a number of NLeSC’s
partner organizations, such as DANS, COMMIT/ and
SURF4Research. Each gave a short presentation on their
work and role in the Dutch eScience landscape.
The final scientific session began with TARGET leader
and NLeSC project leader Prof. Edwin Valentijn (Groningen
University) who discussed Data federations. He was
followed by Prof. Peter van Oosterom (University of
Amsterdam) who presented the project he leads
in collaboration with NLeSC on the use of
massive point clouds.

Photography: Martijn van Dam

Nearly 250 participants registered for the daylong event
that was opened by new NLeSC Director Prof. Wilco
Hazeleger. The morning scientific session began with a talk
on ‘Understanding Regional Sea Level Change’ by eScience
Research Engineer Dr. Jason Maassen and was followed
by eScience Integrator Prof. Barend Mons describing the
Data FAIRport movement. Prof. Mons also introduced the
International Keynote Prof. Carole Goble who discussed
issues relating to software sustainability and supporting
eScience careers. Prof. Goble is a former winner of the Jim
Gray eScience Award and is currently Principal Investigator
of the myGrid, BioCatalogue and myExperiment projects. In
2014 Prof. Goble was appointed “Commander of the British
Empire” in recognition of her services to science.

Photography: Martijn van Dam

Photography: Martijn van Dam

On 6 November 2014 the
Netherlands eScience Center
welcomed a broad audience of
scientists and researchers, ICTers,
policy makers and journalists at the
Schouwburg in Almere for the 2nd
National eScience Symposium.
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Urban weather
reports for
Amsterdam

Photography: Nestlé

‘Mass spectrometry is
an essential analytical
technique in a wide range
of scientific disciplines’

Application of mass spectrometry results in large
amounts of data requiring interpretation

MAGMa, a computational method
for mass spectrum interpretation
developed collaboratively by the
Netherlands eScience Center
and Wageningen University, was
selected in February 2014 as the
best automated tool for small
molecule identification in the
international CASMI contest.
Mass spectrometry is an essential analytical technique
in a wide range of scientific disciplines. It enables

Summer in the City aims to provide a better, more detailed
picture of weather in the city. Urban weather is different
than in the countryside. Cities experience a so-called urban

heat island effect and are typically warmer than their
surroundings. This is becoming more and more relevant
as urbanization continues and an enhanced frequency
of warm episodes is expected due to the changing global
climate. These developments may increase human health
risks. For example, the 2003 European heat wave led to
a health crisis in several European countries and 70.000
heat-related deaths. The situation is especially worrying
for vulnerable groups, such as the elderly and people with
health issues, but affects the work productivity and wellbeing of us all. If we want to keep life in the city comfortable
in the future, a better understanding of urban weather and
climate is essential.
Summer in the City develops a novel prototype hourly
forecasting system for human thermal comfort in urban
areas on street level (~ 100 m scale). The forecasting
system can be exploited by weather and health agencies
for urban weather forecasting and heat wave warnings.
More knowledge will be gained on the spatial variability of
microclimates within cities, which can assist governmental
agencies in decision making processes concerning
public health and the environment. It will also be useful
for designing or redesigning neighborhoods and cities,
and thus for improving the livability of the city during hot
summer weather.

scientists to obtain a comprehensive profile of the (bio)
molecules present in complex biological samples. As mass
spectrometers rapidly gain speed, sensitivity and accuracy,
the data they produce is growing exponentially. A critical
step in the interpretation of this data is the elucidation of
the chemical structures of large numbers of detected, yet
unknown compounds. As manual interpretation requires
substantial time and effort by dedicated human experts,
automation of this step is crucial to be able to fully exploit
the big datasets generated by new generation mass
spectrometers.
The CASMI (Critical Assessment of Small Molecule
Identification) 2013 contest challenged scientists
worldwide to interpret mass spectral data from 16
molecules. Whereas manual analysis by a participating
team of experts resulted in most correct solutions, the
best result among the automatic methods, obtained with
unequaled computational efficiency, were provided by the
team of Lars Ridder (Wageningen University), Justin van
der Hooft (University of Glasgow) and Stefan Verhoeven
(Netherlands eScience Center) on the basis of MAGMa.
The ongoing development of MAGMa at Wageningen
University and the Netherlands eScience Center will cause
a breakthrough in routine practices for large scale small
(bio)molecule profiling in a range of scientific disciplines.

Summer in the City will lead to a better understanding
of how, for example, water and high-density urban
configurations affect urban weather

Photography: Shutterstock

Award for
molecule
identification
tool

In June 2014 researchers from the
Summer in the City project placed
over 30 small weather stations in
Amsterdam to measure temperature
and humidity in the city center.
The weather stations are powered
by solar panels and contain
measurement instruments and a
communication device to send the
data directly to the researchers.
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‘Improving the
livability of
the city during
hot summer
weather’
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NLeSC’s complete team of eScience
Research Engineers, together with
archaeologists and historians of the
Via Appia project, collaborated fulltime for several days to build a point
cloud 3D Geographic Information
System (GIS) for the archaeological
study area between the 5th and 6th
mile of the Via Appia in Rome.
The Via Appia was one of the earliest (i.e. 312 BC) and
strategically most important roads of the Roman world. A
3D GIS will allow archaeologists to reconstruct historical
objects and their relationship to past landscapes.
The development of a 3D GIS started as a path-finding
project at the Netherlands eScience Center in 2014. Tim
Pijls and Joey van Kuijck, two history students working
on the project, explain how archaeological research will
benefit from a 3D GIS.
Joey: “A 3D GIS gives us a precise view of the locations
of objects and the kinds of building materials used. This
kind of information can help us to make hypothetical
reconstructions of the architecture that was constructed
along the road in antiquity. We can rebuild a little part
of antiquity through which we can answer more socially
related questions.”
“To create a 3D GIS, you need experts with technical
knowledge. The first thing that I noticed was that everybody
here is enthusiastic about the project, which creates a nice

working climate. Normally an archaeologist has to wait for
tools to be developed in other disciplines, and then he or
she can use it for scientific archaeological research. Now
the situation is different. Archaeologists can explain their
research questions and the eScience Research Engineers
at NLeSC can help developing the digital technology
necessary to answer the questions. This brings scientific
disciplines together and creates applications which
normally could not be built in archaeology.”
Tim: “The sessions at the eScience Center gave me an
insight into how the software behind the project works and
what is possible with the software in the end. This insight
thus gave me a better vision on how I could conduct a form
of research with the tools. I think the tools produced at the
eScience Center could add a lot to modern archaeological
research, with the possibility to use it for more purposes
than the Via Appia project alone once the software is
completed and ready to be used by a big audience.”
The collaboration was a team building effort, as well as a
way to increase the engineers’ expertise on point clouds.
Recognizing the research value and importance of point
clouds, NLeSC has funded and is a partner in several
projects related to point cloud data and their usage in
science and society. Working together in small teams
provided a unique opportunity to explore the possibilities
and challenges, research and technology-wise, of building
point clouds; from raw data management to advanced
visualization and analytics.
The NWO funded Mapping the Via Appia project is led by
the Radboud University Nijmegen. The project aims at a

Photography: Rens de Hond

Project Leader Maurice de Kleijn presents the Via Appia project
to NLeSC’s eScience Research Engineers

Photography: Lode Kulik

Collaboration
with
historians and
archaeologists

thorough inventory and analysis of the Roman interventions
in their suburban landscape, the reuse of this landscape
after antiquity, and the possibilities for future landscape
developments. In order to gain insight into the spatial
development and impact in different periods of the Via
Appia itself, the surrounding monuments, and the outlying
areas, the project needs a sophisticated geographic
information system in which the researchers can store,
share, analyse, and present their research results. The
character of the study area has led the research team to
develop a 3D GIS. The 3D GIS part of Mapping the Via Appia
is taken on by SPINlab, the Spatial Information Laboratory
of the VU University Amsterdam in close collaboration with
the Netherlands eScience Center.
Read more about Via Appia at www.eScienceCenter.nl/Via-Appia

The Via Appia was one of the earliest (i.e. 312 BC) and
strategically most important roads of the Roman world

‘We can rebuild a little
part of antiquity
through which we can
answer more socially
related questions’
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NLeSC’s role in
coordinating
Dutch and
European
eScience

highlights 2014

Online press room
& interviews

The rapid growth of data and
Platform of eScience & Data Research
Groups of The Netherlands – ePLAN
computing initiatives risks
unnecessary fragmentation and
NLeSC welcomes the development of additional groups
duplication. NLeSC works with many and initiatives around the country that share its goal to
partner organizations, nationally and exploit and develop data-driven and compute-intensive
approaches in scientific research. The development of such
internationally, to identify common
groups demonstrates a growing reliance on eScience and
challenges such as training and
its recognition nationally. As the national eScience center,
career support for eScientists, as
there is a role for NLeSC in ensuring these initiatives are
well as providing thought leadership in close contact with one another, are sharing information,
on issues such as data-stewardship preventing duplication and fragmentation and working
together for a common good. A central component of that
and software sustainability.
role is ePLAN, the Platform of eScience & Data Research
The Dutch applied scientific computing and data science
landscape is comprised of multiple parties from a range of
organizations. They collaborate to ensure domain scientists
can access a world-class e-infrastructure designed to
support their research goals. e-Infrastructure is dependent
on three components; hardware, software and personnel.
Together, the various components of the applied computing
and data science landscape collaborate to provide
a sustainable, coherent and cost-effective eScience
environment and e-infrastructure across all scientific
disciplines.
NLeSC is one of the most recent additions to this
landscape with the task to support domain scientists eager
to utilize complex e-infrastructure and benefit from its
rapid developments. NLeSC’s role is to help translate and
tailor tools developed within the computer science and
data science research organizations to allow academic
and industrial domain scientists to apply them in solving
their applied challenges. NLeSC will also work with the
universities and knowledge to support the careers of digital
scientists and provide training to domain scientists who
wish to better utilize the outcomes of computer and data
science. Via its coordinating role in ePLAN, in which much of
this landscape is represented, NLeSC will help strengthen
the connections between the multiple partners, identify
new opportunities to collaborate and prevent duplication.

Groups of The Netherlands which NLeSC coordinates.
Via ePLAN and NLeSC’s wider collaborative network
(integrators, project leaders, engineers and eSAC), NLeSC
should also provide thought leadership in areas related
to eScience development and application such as datastewardship and software sustainability for example.
Through ePlan, eScience activities in the Netherlands can
have a single voice towards, for instance, SURF and other
public and private parties.

Pan European Organization of National
eScience Centers – PLAN-E
NLeSC’s ecosystem of partners and collaborators
increasingly includes organizations across Europe
and beyond. As national center, NLeSC facilitates the
development of close connections with European partners
resulting in benefits across the eScience landscape. NLeSC
is leading the development of a pan European organization
of national eScience centers called PLAN-E.
In addition, NLeSC activities are aligned with research data
initiatives such as Research Data Netherlands, and the
Research Data Alliance at an international level.

Visit our website to read interviews with eScience experts, or check out the
press room to watch our latest videos, download our magazines and white
papers and view annual reports.
www.eScienceCenter.nl/interviews
www.eScienceCenter.nl/pressroom
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Highlights of the Netherlands eScience Center
FEB

MAR

MAY

APR
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JUN

JAN
15 January 2014
NLeSC signs DOME
agreement with IBM and
ASTRON
The goal of the DOME project is to develop
advanced technologies for handling
the massive amount of data that will be
produced by the Square Kilometer Array
(SKA).

20 January 2014

11 April 2014

TwiNL software ends ‘Blue
Monday’ myth

Big Data for Journalists
Symposium

Data-Driven Visualization
Symposium

The sentiment analysis software showed
that Dutch tweets are generally positive
on the purportedly most depressing day
of the year. The mythbust is extensively
discussed in the media, among others in
De Volkskrant and on Radio 1 and
RTL Late Night.

In cooperation with the Dutch Society for
Science Journalism, NLeSC organized a Big
Data workshop for journalists: ‘The Fourth
Paradigm: What Journalists Should Know
about Big Data Research’.

NLeSC organized a day to showcase some
of the most innovative and inspiring datavisualization and data-design impacting
our increasingly data-savvy society. The
day brings together a large and broad
audience.

JUL

16 June 2014
Summer in the City
starts measurements in
Amsterdam
The goal of the DOME project is to develop
advanced technologies for handling the
massive amount of data that will be produced
by the Square Kilometer Array (SKA).

OCT

1 July 2014
Prof. Wilco Hazeleger starts
as new Director NLeSC
Wilco has a background in meteorology and
serves as endowed professor of Climate
Dynamics at Wageningen University. At
KNMI (Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute) he led several divisions in the field
of climate research and provided climate
scenarios for policymakers.

NOV

21 October 2014

2 June 2014

6 November 2014

AUG

7 July 2014
New Board of Directors
A new Board of Directors is appointed
to NLeSC. Members of the new board
are mentioned on page 60 of this report.
NLeSC thanks the outgoing board for their
direction, commitment and support during
the first three years of NLeSC’s existence.

SEP

17 September 2014
Chemistry project
wins prize for ‘best
automated metabolite
prediction tool’
MAGMa, a computational method
for mass spectrum interpretation, is
selected as the best automated tool
for small molecule identification in
the international CASMI contest.

DEC
17 December 2014

Five videos explaining
eScience released

2nd National eScience
Symposium

Six new collaborations
enabling scientific discovery

NLeSC enables digitally enhanced
multidisciplinary research.
To explain how we do what we do, we
produced a series of five videos on Smart
Cities, Chemistry, Climate, Life Science
and Astronomy.

NLeSC welcomed a broad audience of
scientists and researchers, ICTers, policy
makers and journalists to the Schouwburg
Theater in Almere. Mayor Annemarie
Jorritsma closed the event, sharing her vision
on the cities of the future (see page 48).

NLeSC announced the initiation of six new
collaborations with research teams from
multiple Dutch academic groups in the areas
of Environment and Sustainability, Life
Sciences & eHealth, Humanities and Social
Sciences and Physics and Beyond.

organization

Organization
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Organization of
the Netherlands
eScience Center
MANAGEMENT TEAM
Prof. Wilco Hazeleger.
Director as of 1st July 2014
Dr. Scott J. Lusher. Director Strategy &
Communication
Dr. Patrick J.C. Aerts. Director Strategic
Alliances
Dr. Frank J. Seinstra. Director eScience
Program
Dr. Susan E. Branchett. Director Business
Development & Operations
Dr. Rob V. van Nieuwpoort. Director eScience
Technology
Dr. René van Schaik. Chief Executive
Officer till 1st June 2014
eSCIENCE RESEARCH ENGINEERS
The eScience Research Engineers are highly
skilled digital scientists who are able to
work at the interface between their own
scientific disciplines and advanced ICT. They
are collaborating within multidisciplinary
research teams to implement and develop
eScience technologies and concepts.
Furthermore, they ensure that researchers
can make easy and effective use of
applications within an integrated eScience
infrastructure.
The day to day work of each eScience
Research Engineer is supported by an
experienced coordinator. There are also a
small number of eScience engineers funded
by the Netherlands eScience Center, but
employed directly by the universities.
eSCIENCE RESEARCH ENGINEER
COORDINATORS
Dr. Milena Ivanova
Dr. Jason Maassen
Dr. Elena Ranguelova
Dr. Jisk Attema
Dr. Rob Hooft (Jointly employed with Dutch
Techcenter for Life Sciences (DTL))
eSCIENCE RESEARCH ENGINEERS
Ing. Stefan Verhoeven
Maarten van Meersbergen, MSc
Dr. Niels Drost
Jurriaan H. Spaaks, MSc
Ing. Ruud Ross
Mateusz Kuzak, MSc
Dr. Parisa Noorishad
Oscar Martinez Rubi, MSc
Lars Buitinck, MSc
Rita Azevedo, MSc

Christiaan Meijer, MSc
Dr. Ben van Werkhoven
Dr. Janneke van der Zwaan
Dr. Carlos Martinez-Ortiz
Dr. Romulo Pereira Gonçalves
Patrick Bos, MSc
Dr. Joris Borgdorff
Dr. Wim de Leeuw, until 1st February 2014
Ing. Piter T. de Boer, MSc, until
1st August 2014
Dr. Elenna Dugundji, until 1st November 2014
COMMUNICATIONS & SUPPORT
Sacha van Breugel. Senior Secretary &
Communication Assistant
Marieke van der Meer, MSc. Senior Secretary
Lode Kulik, MSc. Communications Advisor
NWO ADVISORS
Joep van Wijk. Project Calls
Leontien Hulleman, MSc. Human Resources
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Netherlands eScience Center’s board
oversees the operation and direction of the
center and consists of members of the two
founding organizations: SURF and NWO.
UNTIL 7th July 2014
Ing. A.H. (Amandus) Lundqvist (Chair). Chair
of SURF Foundation.
Prof. J.J (Jos) Engelen. Chairman of the
Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research (NWO).
J.H. (Hans) de Groene, MSc. Director General
of the Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research (NWO).
Dr. W.B.G (Wim) Liebrand. Director SURF.
AS OF 7th July 2014
J. (Jan) de Jeu, MSc (Chair). Vice President
of the Board of the University of Groningen,
Board member of SURF.
Prof. F.M.G. (Franciska) de Jong. Professor of
Language Technology at University of Twente,
Member of the Governing Board of NWO.
Prof. C.M. (Cock) van Duijn. Professor of
Genetic Epidemiology at Erasmus Medical
Center, Program Director NIHES.
Dr. A.P.E. (Fons) ten Kroode. Scientist Seismic
Imaging R&D at Shell Research.
Prof. A.W.M. (Arnold) Smeulders. Professor of
Multimedia Information Analysis at University
of Amsterdam, Chairman of the Board of
Directors of COMMIT/.
eSCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Netherlands eScience Center has an
independent scientific advisory board that
plays a crucial role in reviewing project
proposals and helping define the scientific
strategy of the center.
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Prof. Arjen Doelman (Chair). Leiden University
Dr. Rosa Badia. Barcelona Supercomputing
Center
Prof. Kimmo Koski. CSC – IT Center for
Science
Prof. Sally Wyatt. Maastricht University
Prof. Robert Glen. University of Cambridge
Prof. Bert de Brock. University of Groningen
Dr. Arie Kaizer. Former Manager eScience
Group at Philips Research
eSCIENCE INTEGRATORS
Each of the eScience integrators are leading
researchers from a variety of disciplines
with a broad experience and understanding
of the possibilities of eScience, especially
within their domains. The integrators play a
key role, for example by opening up access
to and combining data and creating new
types of collaboration between different
disciplines. The Netherlands eScience Center
has prioritized a number of disciplines, each
of which is represented by an eScience
integrator.
Astronomy: Dr. Marco de Vos. Managing
Director ASTRON
Climate Research: Prof. Henk Dijkstra.
Professor of Dynamical Oceanography at
Utrecht University
Cognition: Prof. Paul Tiesinga. Professor of
Neuroinformatics at Radboud University
Nijmegen
Chemistry: Dr. Scott J. Lusher. Director
Strategy at Netherlands eScience Center &
Radboud University Nijmegen
Ecology: Prof. Willem Bouten. Professor of
Computational Geo-Ecology at University of
Amsterdam
Humanities: Prof. Antal van den Bosch.
Professor of Example-Based Models of
Language at Radboud University Nijmegen
eScience Technology: Prof. Henri Bal.
Professor of Computer Science at VU
University Amsterdam
Foods Research: Prof. Jan Top. Professor of
Food Informatics at VU University Amsterdam
& Wageningen University
Life Sciences: Prof. Barend Mons. Professor of
Biosemantics at Leiden University
Water Management: Prof. Nick van de Giesen.
Professor of Water Resources Management at
Delft University of Technology
Green Genetics: Dr. Bernard de Geus. Director
TTI Green Genetics
Subatomic Physics: Dr. Jeff Templon. Grid
Computing Program Leader at Nikhef
Clinical Informatics: Prof. Ronald Stolk.
Professor of Clinical Epidemiology and CSO
LifeLines Biobank

organization

Large Projects
Chemical Informatics for Metabolite
Identification and Biochemical Network
Reconstruction
Dr. Lars Ridder. Wageningen University
Creation of Food Specific Ontologies for Food
Focused Text Mining
Dr. Wynand Alkema. Radboud University
Nijmegen & NIZO Food Research
BiographyNet: Extracting Relations between
People and Events
Prof. Guus Schreiber. VU University
Amsterdam
Sustainable Infrastructure for Translational
Medical Research (TraIT)
Dr. Jan-Willem Boiten. Center for
Translational Molecular Medicine (CTMM),
Eindhoven

SPuDisc: Searching Public Discourse
Prof. Maarten de Rijke. University of
Amsterdam

eScience Platform for Chemical Data
Analytics
Prof. Gert Vriend. Radboud UMC

e-Visualization of Big Data
Prof. Edwin Valentijn. University of Groningen

Dr. Watson
Dr. Lora Aroyo. VU University Amsterdam

Massive Point Clouds for eSciences
Prof. Peter van Oosterom. Delft University of
Technology

Beyond the Book
Prof. Karina van Dalen-Oskam. Huygens ING

PROMIMOOC: Process Mining for MultiObjective Online Control
Prof. Thomas Bäck. Leiden University
ODEX4all
Prof. Barend Mons. Leiden University

Path-Finding
Projects

eSTeP (eScience Technology Platform)
Dr. Rob van Nieuwpoort. Netherlands
eScience Center

TwiNL: Analysis of Social Media Messages
Prof. Antal van den Bosch. Radboud
University Nijmegen

Beyond the Data-Explosion – eScience
Infrastructure for Huge Interferometric
Datasets
Dr. Marco de Vos. ASTRON

eSiBayes: eScience Infrastructure for
Bayesian Inverse Modeling
Prof. Willem Bouten. University of Amsterdam

Project: eSALSA – Predicting Local Sea Level
Changes
Prof. Henk Dijkstra. Utrecht University
Biomarker Boosting through eScience
Infrastructure
Prof. Paul Tiesinga. Radboud University
Nijmegen
eEcology
Prof. Willem Bouten. University of Amsterdam
Generic eScience Technologies
Prof. Henri Bal. VU University Amsterdam
eWaterCycle
Prof. Nick van de Giesen. Delft University of
Technology
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AMUSE: The Evolution of Embedded Star
Clusters
Prof. Simon Portegies Zwart. Leiden
University
ODEX
Prof. Barend Mons. Leiden University
Extreme Climate Change
Prof. Henk Dijkstra. Utrecht University
TexCavator
Prof. Joris van Eijnatten. Utrecht University
Mapping the Via Appia in 3D
Maurice de Kleijn, MA. VU University
Amsterdam

The Virtual Laboratory for Plant Breeding
Dr. Bernard de Geus. TTI Green Genetics

A Lightpath for Optical Coherence
Tomography Imaging
Mitra Almasian, MSc. Academic Medical
Center Amsterdam

Summer in the City: Forecasting and Mapping
Human Thermal Comfort in Urban Areas
Prof. Bert Holtslag. Wageningen University

Using Big Data Solutions to Understand Worm
Behavior
Dr. Stephen Helms. FOM Institute AMOLF

SIM-CITY: Decision Support For Urban Social
Economic Complexity
Prof. Peter Sloot. University of Amsterdam

Recording History in Large News Streams
Prof. Piek Vossen. VU University Amsterdam

From Sentiment Mining to Mining Embodied
Emotions - Emotional styles on the Dutch
stage between 1600-1800
Prof. Inger Leemans. VU University
Amsterdam
HADRIANVS
Dr. Arthur Weststeijn. Royal Netherlands
Institute in Rome
PIDIMEHS
Prof. Huub Wijfjes. University of Groningen

Strategic
Technology
Partnerships
Big Data Analytics in the Geo-Spatial Domain
Prof. Martin Kersten. CWI
ABC-MUSE
Prof. Simon Portegies Zwart.
Leiden University
A Jungle Computing Approach to Large-Scale
Online Forensic Analysis
Prof. Henri Bal. VU University Amsterdam
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Contact
Please contact the Netherlands eScience Center
to discuss opportunities for collaboration.
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